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PROVOST’S REMARKS
Paul Tesluk, PhD
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Paul Tesluk, PhD

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
E. LaBrent Chrite, PhD

RECESSION
CITATION FOR HONORARY DEGREE

JOSEPH E. PRESTON
President and Chief Executive Officer, New Balance
Doctor of Commercial Science

Joe Preston, skilled leader in global retail, champion of sports, fervent believer in community, we are proud to confer upon you today the honorary degree Doctor of Commercial Science.

Your understanding of global retail and manufacturing is notable and impressive. In nearly 30 years at New Balance, the last six as president and CEO, you have found success by leveraging innovation and insights about consumers to drive growth in challenging times. Through it all, you’ve stayed true to New Balance’s values including supporting its associates and local communities, focusing on domestic manufacturing and employing sustainable practices. Good business is your practice and your promise — an emphasis we at Bentley keenly understand.

Never have you forgotten the importance of the people behind the products. In 2023, under your leadership, New Balance reported a 23% increase in worldwide sales from the previous year. That’s an impressive number, but so are these: You have said that during a time of transition, you had 60 one-on-one conversations with employees across the company and met with 250 more in small groups to listen and learn what employees needed.

That commitment to community is noteworthy and rare, and it extends beyond your workforce. You serve as chair of the Board of Trustees of The Sports Museum and on the boards of the American Apparel & Footwear Association and Retail Industry Leaders Association. You also serve as chair of the Two Ten Footwear Foundation and vice chair of the Massachusetts Business Roundtable. For you, service and collaboration are more than buzzwords.

Today we offer our deep admiration for all that you have accomplished in the realm of retail and sports, and for your continued commitment to bettering the world around you by building community and conducting good business.

Therefore, by virtue of the authority vested by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and by the Bentley University Board of Trustees, we confer upon you, Joseph E. Preston, the degree of Doctor of Commercial Science, honoris causa. We hold it both a pleasure and an honor to do so.

E. LaBrent Chritle, PhD
President

J. Paul Condrin III ’83, P ’19 ’22
Chair of the Board of Trustees

DEGREE RECIPIENTS AND CANDIDATES

The listing of names and degrees to be conferred, appearing herein, is subject to such changes, deletions and additions as may be necessary to conform to the final and official records of Bentley University. This listing includes potential candidates for graduation and is not an official list of graduates. Awarding of degrees is contingent upon certification by the Registrar pending receipt of final grades.

SENIOR CLASS CABINET
Sarah Bouamra / MG
Sanay Kitesh Jhaveri §§ / FI
Vivek Khetan / DA
Abby Binh Kirsch / IDCC
Nishil Vipul Makadia / EF
Shlok Siddharth Malhotra / FI
Julia Spadalik / MG
Humberto Zepeda Morales / MG

WEAFER AWARD
Hailey Suzanne Jennato §§ / MKT & LSM
Joseph John Szela / AC

HONORS PROGRAM

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Madelyn Grace Kelley / HST & BSM
Braedyn Anne Moore §§ / LCBSB
Debbie Quijada / HST

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Christian J. Abboud §§ / EF & LSM
Lakshay Balasubramani §§ / FI
Sarah E. Barron §§ / ASC & LSM
Margaret Beisenbek / QE
Griffin James Bello §§ / FA
Josh Zachary Bertumen § / EF
Vrishab Bharti / CS
Alisher Birlikbay §§ / QE
Emily Rose Blythe §§ / FA
Marisa Janine Boni / MEMG & LSM
Sydney Joan Bowers §§ / AC
Aileen Marie Colligan / CS
Kaylee Sheas Cosgrove / MEMK
Hunter Leo Costello / EF
Patrick E. Demmons / FA
Ward Ydo Doornbos / EF
Evan Andrew Joseph Dyer / FI
Peter Joseph Epp / FA & LSM
Julia May Feiz / AC
Owen Lawrence Flibbert §§ / EF
Nayeli Franco / AC
Sid Goel / DA & LSM
Tiary Gonzalez / FI
Kyra Harrington / MG & LSM
Christian Sterling Haynes / EF
Sara Elizabeth Holt / ASC

Yinghua Huang §§ / FA
Bannmai Thi Huynh / FA
Jihun Hyun / FI
Halle Caroline Katz / MKT & LSM
Robert Kovalev §§ / MKT
Katsiaryna Labkovich / ISAC
Isabella Stephanie Leo / FI
Alyssa Carrie Ligotti § / FA
Victoria Luchi § / FI
Gavin S. Maloney / FI
Anthony Sawyer Mariello / EF
Robert Lawrence Markus §§ / FI
Connor Joyal Martins / QE & LSM
Brenna Grace Masterson / QE
Elizabeth Mae Mastromonaco / MG & LSM
Simon Medina Parra § / EF
Ajit Mehrotra / CS
Joseph Nino Montiglio / FA
Michael William Morse §§ / EF
Liliana Priscilla Panufnik / AC
Spencer J. Pokrant §§ / EF
James Charles Rollo ~ / FI
Sandhya S. Sangappa / DA
Sommy Sarksheik §§ / FI
Carver Mark Scott §§ / EF
Garrett David Sedgwick ~ / EF
Sanjana Seeram §§ / FI
Samson Shen / QE
Mark A. Starovoytov ~ / EF
Stephen James Statkevich / DA & BSM
Lydia Jean Tesconi §§ / DA
Alexandra Nicole Turco / MEMG
Joseph Lawrence Twomey / EF
Rishaan Jay Utamchandani / CS
Elizabeth Marie Wheeler / EF
Conal Douglas Wilkie §§ / AC
Christian Fox Zarka §§ / EF
Nour Karim Mohamed Medhat Zein / DA
James Anthony Zevzavadjian / FA
ZiHan Zhang / ASC
Shihui Zhou / ISAC
Breck A. Zwanch / FI
**ACADEMIC MAJORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC</th>
<th>Accounting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Business Administration Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>Accounting Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBA</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSM</td>
<td>Business Studies Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Creative Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Computer Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Data Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEI</td>
<td>Diversity, Equity and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>Economics-Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>Corporate Finance and Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>Film and Media Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISP</td>
<td>Hispanic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HST</td>
<td>Health Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>International Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDCC</td>
<td>Information Design and Corporate Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAC</td>
<td>Information Systems Audit and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBCH</td>
<td>Language, Culture and Business: Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBFR</td>
<td>Language, Culture and Business: French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBIT</td>
<td>Language, Culture and Business: Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBSP</td>
<td>Language, Culture and Business: Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM</td>
<td>Liberal Studies Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Media and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAC</td>
<td>Business Economics/Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>Managerial Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MECC</td>
<td>Business Economics/Economics Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEES</td>
<td>Business Economics/Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEIB</td>
<td>Business Economics/International Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEID</td>
<td>Business Economics/Information Design and Corporate Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEIT</td>
<td>Business Economics/Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELA</td>
<td>Business Economics/Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMG</td>
<td>Business Economics/Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMK</td>
<td>Business Economics/Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEQA</td>
<td>Business Economics/Quantitative Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEST</td>
<td>Business Economics/Special Topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKT</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPL</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>Professional Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE</td>
<td>Quantitative Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC</td>
<td>Sustainability Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

| Lucy May Ambroult | IA | HI |
| David Matthew Fitzgerald | § | HI |
| Megan Nicole Forman | HST |
| Kyanna Gumbs | FMS & BSM |
| Ellie M. MacMillan | PPL |
| Raul A. Morales Cestro | – | MC & BSM |
| Amy Diana Pasquaule | PPL |
| Olivia Elizabeth Rossetti | – | HST & BSM |
| Amanda Catherine Slattery | SSC & BSM |
| Kathleen Rose Tonaszuck | IA |
| Conor Tristan Ward | PPL |
| Joel Festus Yamoh | – | HI |

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

| Lawrence Arthur Abbati | FI |
| Ziyad Wael Fathi Abdelghany | EF |
| Elias Abdou | MKT |
| Karim Abu Latif | MKT |
| Sultan Ayomide Adebesi | – | AC |
| Tiffany Oluwakemi Adejayan | FI |
| Caroline Rose Affoiter | FI |
| Sebastian Aguilar De Paz | §§ | FI |
| Amber Jane Aguliera | FI |
| Raghad M. Ahmed | §§ | FI |
| Sajid Ahsan | §§ | FA |
| Yash Nurudin Ajani | FI |
| Abdelhamid Al Damirji | MKT |
| Jeremiah Elijah Alago | DA |
| Ricardo Francisco Albuene Pro | §§ | FI |
| Olivia Kiran Aldrich | MKT |
| Sophie Aldrich | MKT |

| Adam Scott Aleford | §§ | MG |
| Khalifa Mohamed Abdulla | AlHarmoodi | FI |
| Cameron Anthony Ali | EF |
| Salman Mohammed Aljomaiah | §§ | FI |
| Jacob Ryan Allaire | EF |
| Alexander Almosny | §§ | MG |
| Riflene Altidor | CS |
| Alexander Alvarado | §§ | EF |
| Otavio Luiz da Cruz Alves | §§ | FI |
| Kylee Rose Amato | MKT |
| Callie Jo Amour | MKT & LSM |
| Isabella Cecilia Ampie Schneegans | – | MKT |
| Olivia Danielle Anastasy | FI |
| Alejandro Daniel Andrade Morales | §§ | FI |
| Victoria Anthony | §§ | AC |
| Ksenia Antonova | FI |
| Ashley Elizabeth Appell | CS |
| Devon Lee Araya | – | MG |
| Antony Steven Arias | EF |
| Oluwamayowa Ariyo | – | MG |
| Peter Anthony Arria | §§ | MKT |
| Emilia Arribas Harten | QE |
| Kevin N. AuDuong | §§ | AC |
| Colby Bruce Augusta | §§ | FI |
| Edward Albert Nii Okine Ayitey Smith | FI |
| Joseph Azarian | MG |
| Sekou Oumar Ba | MG |
| Derick Babayan | CS |
| Blake Aram Babikian | CS |
| Jackson L. Bach | MG |
| Kristen Lea Bache | §§ | MG & LSM |
| Matthew Joseph Bacon | FA |
| Joshua Johannes Cameron Badem | §§ | MKT |
| Julie S. Baghdady | §§ | IDCC |
| Preston Philip Baillie | MG |
| Justin Nicholas Baldino | FI |
| Jazlyn Love Barnaby | FI |
| Kayla Beth Barnet | MKT |
| Julia Nicole Baroni | MKT |
| John Richard Bartle | §§ | FI |
| Cameron Craig Bartolomeo | FI |
| Alexandra Julia Bashe | FI |
| Zandra Baskin | DA |
| Evan Robert Bean | FI |
| Sarah Michelle Beckett | §§ | EF |
| Jillian Marie Bekinski | FI |
| Madison Paige Bell | MKT |
| Kyra Nicole Bello | AC |
| Ritchell-J Marlee Benjamin | § | CS |
| Marcel Andre Bennett | DA |
| Ashlyn Phillips Bernard | CS |
| Laura R. Bernard-Sages | §§ | MKT |
| Kyleigh Hannah Berube | MG |
| Ryan A. Bey | FI |
| Peter Kresimir Bezmalinovic | EF |
| Quinn Alexander Bittinger-Esser | § | MKT |
| Sergio Andres Blanco | MG |
| Emily Rose Blatt | DA & BSM |
| Nicholas Tyler Bochen | EF |
| Ashleigh Deide Bolduc | MKT |
| Archie Peter Bolgar | § | FI |
| Matteo Bonati | AC |
| Elizabeth Noreen Bonnette | §§ | FI |
| Anthony Bono | FI |
| Maximilian Pierre Gunnar Bonte | FI |
| Matias Borgono Sequeira | – | CS |
| Kaitlyn Elizabeth Borski | § | CS |
| Isabella Maria Boullie | §§ | MG |
| Matthew Theodore Bouzakis | FI |
| Abigayle Bradley | FI |
| Peter Francis Brady | §§ | DA |
| Jonathan Malcolm Bragg | FI |
| Gregory Jonathan Braginsky | FA |
| Devon Granville Breen | §§ | FA |
| Taice Brenner | CS |
| Benjamin Isaac Brieger | §§ | FI |
| Lindsey Caroline Brooks | MG |
| Caitlyn Diane Budinich | CR |
| Yen Bui | AC |
| Maxim Bulat | – | FA |
| Matthew Nicholas Bulman | FA |
| Magdalena Bunster | FI |
| Jake Anthony Buonocore | – | AC |
| Varach Burapachaisri | §§ | FI & LSM |
| Alissa Jasmine Byers | §§ | EF |
| Caitlin Kiley Byrne | MG |
| Joseph Paul Cacciareto | EF |
| Joshua Patrick Cahalin | CS |
| John James Cairns | EF |
| Bryan Kenneth Calabrese | DA & BSM |
| Frederick Sloan Calatayud | PRS |
| Maxwell Ryan Callanan | FI |
| Angel Calle | ISAC |
| William Douglas Cameron | MG |
| Mason Bradley Campbell | FI |
| Robert James Camuso | FI |

| § Conferred in September 2023 | To be conferred in August 2024 |
| §§ Conferred in December 2023 |

---

**BACHELOR OF LAW**

- Joel Festus Yamoah
- Conor Tristan Ward
- Amanda Catherine Slattery
- Kathleen Rose Tonaszuck
-Editable text

**BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS**

- Joel Festus Yamoah
- Conor Tristan Ward
- Amanda Catherine Slattery
- Kathleen Rose Tonaszuck
-Editable text

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

- Joel Festus Yamoah
- Conor Tristan Ward
- Amanda Catherine Slattery
- Kathleen Rose Tonaszuck
-Editable text

**BACHELOR OF LAW**

- Joel Festus Yamoah
- Conor Tristan Ward
- Amanda Catherine Slattery
- Kathleen Rose Tonaszuck
-Editable text

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

- Joel Festus Yamoah
- Conor Tristan Ward
- Amanda Catherine Slattery
- Kathleen Rose Tonaszuck
-Editable text

---

**CLASS OF 2024**

**BENTLEY UNIVERSITY | 5**
Tyler Joseph Cannistra / FI
Sarah Elizabeth Cantwell / MKT
Hao Cao / AC
Brendan Scott Caracino / MG
Patrick Andrew Carbone §§ / MG
Gianmarco Carbonell / FI
Eddy Alejandro Carías-Chilín / ISAC
Amanda Nicole Carlino / MG
Abigail Evelyn Carnes / CS
William John Carpenter / MG
Angela Marie Carrerio / AC
Bautista Carrillo Alume / MG
Elizabeth Nesbitt Carson / AC
Megan Elizabeth Casey / MG
Abigail Yvonne Cash / EF
Cassidy Mae Cashman / MG
Andrew Christopher Castro §§ / EF
Maxwell Franz Cataldo / FI & LSM
Julia Rose Cavagnolo / MG
Erin Marie Cavanagh / MG
Nicholas James Cedrone / MKT
Valerie Nicole Cervantes / FI
Anna Teresa Cestone / IDCC
Christopher Anthony Cestone §§ / FA
Peyton Marie Ceurvels §§ / FI
Samantha Chabot / MKT
Alex Ryan Chaisson / FI
Poojitha Chandrashekar / EF
Louise F. Chanfrau / MG
Caroline S. Chang / MG & LSM
Vasileios Chatzikosmas ~ / MG
Gregory Chau / AC
Kyle Joseph Chelo / FI
Adam Chen §§ / EF
Suoni Chen / FI
Wellington Hsiao Chen / FI
Yao Chen §§ / FA
Yifei Chen / ISAC
Yuzhen Chen / FI
Ethan J. Chenard / FI
Alexia Nicole Chesbrough §§ / MKT
Matthew Ronald Chicco / ISAC
Munachimso Chigozirim
Chinedu-Okoro ~ / FA
Delon Chu §§ / FI
David Cifuentes / FI
Trevor C. Cody / MKT
Patrick William Collins / FI
Zoe Marie Collins / MKT
Jason Michael Conklin §§ / FI
Jack Henry Conner / FI
Jason Matthew Conroy / FI
Ana Beatriz Constantino §§ / MG
Ricardo Antonio Constantino / FI
Elisa Nicole Cook / MKT
Liam Charles Copp / EF
Owen Murphy Coppinger §§ / MEMK
Gregory D. Cormier §§ / EF
Joseph Robert Coscarella § / FI
Cori Lee Cote §§ / MKT
Stella Clara Coutu §§ / AC
Anthony Salvatore Crish / MG
Antonio Cristiani Arimany ~ / CS & FI
Emily Violette Crowell / EF
Tucker E. Crowley §§ / FI
Brianna Bersabeth Culcay / AC
Jacqueline May Cupoli / MKT
Luc Martyn Curragh ~ / FA
Matthew Thomas Curran / EF
Nicholas Peter Dadasis §§ / CS
Matthew Dague / FI
Junxian Dai / FI
Patrick Ryan Damon / MG
Ryan Thomas Dancoes §§ / CS
Kwadwo Acheampong Danquah ~ / FI
Allison A. Dapp / FI
Robert Peter D’Arpino / FI
Dominic Jason Dascoli / CS
Azad Vivek Dawsani / FI
David Albino D’Augelli / MKT
Jessica Margarida Mendes Daveiga / MKT
Nicholas Carlos David / EF
Amanda Nicole Davidson / FI
Ethan Mark Davis / EF
Lindsay Caroline Dawson / EF
John Michael Day / FI
Mohammed Amin Dayib § / MG
Jean Paul De Boyrie Windeler / FI
Lucas De Macedo §§ / EF
Sara Lucia De Meyer / EF
Maria Alyssa Dean § / FI
Rebecca Relkin Deffier §§ / IDCC
James Jerome Deichmann / MG
Heemakshi Surajeeet Deka §§ / DA & BSM
Kyle James Delaney / MKT
Joel Alejandro DeLeon / DA & BSM
Leslie Lynette Delgado / MG
Roman Matthew DeLorenzo / MG
Stanley Caesare DeMartinis ~ / FI
Ryan C. Dennehy / FI
Jessica Grace Derany / FI
Hannah Rose DeRice §§ / MKT
Courtney Elisabeth Dermody / FI
David Mario D’Errico / FI
Rhea Sandeep Desai §§ / MG & LSM
Ria R. Deshpande / MKT
Isabella Cunha DeSouza / MKT
Matthew Thomas DeStefanis / MKT
Colton Patrick Destrampere / EF
Elizabeth Gaylen DeVarney / MKT & LSM
Lorenzo Di Sarro §§ / FI
Nuritzia Ivana Diarbakerly §§ / FI
Jorge Arturo Diaz DAnello / EF
Robert Michael DiCapua / FI
Paulina Maria Diez §§ / FI
Norayr Diloyan § / FI
Daniel DiMatteo / MG
Giana C. DiSaronno / MKT
Errol Lewis Dixon § / FI
Lauren Jean Doherty / MKT
Payton Elizabeth Doiron / EF
Michael Craig Donabedian / FI
Kevin Fallon Donaghey / FI
Emma Francesca Donahue / MKT
Kevin Brendan Donnelly / MG
Rhys Matthew Donnelly §§ / FI
Jack Kevin Donovan ~ / MG
Casey Koo Nisbet Dorsey / FI
Ishaan Dhanish Doshi / FA
Erik Joseph Doucette / EF
Stephanie Isabel Doyle §§ / FI
Lukas David Drahos / CS
Stephanie Kristine Drapas / MG
Cassandra Rose Dubitsky / MG
Cameron Henry Dunbar / AC
Olivia M. Dunnigan / AC
Ryan William Dunnirvine / AC & LSM
Mical Duntin / MG
Micye Marlon Duntin / EF
Brenaan Kayleen Durand / MKT
Mason Robert Dushney / AC
Cole Lawrence Duval / CS
Thens Thelephe Duvilla / MG
Jake El Ouahabi Eastman / MEMG
Patrick Victor Effah § / EF
Imadeddin El-Rifai ~ / IF
Youssef Hatem Ramsis Ramzy Elyas / EF
Krissenha Monicca England §§ / MG
Edward Erofeyev ~ / EF
Nicole Arisleydi Espinal § / MG & LSM
David M Fanaras §§ / EF
Zachary John Fayan / MKT
Blessing Fayiah / EF
Nyleah Febles / MG
Mackenzie Christopher Feeney / FI
Ryenne Beth Feeney §§ / FA
Jeffrey Feng / MKT
Van-Ian Alexzander Ferragamo §§ / MKT
Haley Grace Ferraris / FI
Jack Leland Figgins §§ / FI
Nubya B. Filho / MKT
Patrick Knowles Finnegan / FI
Finlay Anders Fisher / AC
Andrew F. Fitzgerald §§ / EF
Mark Robert Fitzpatrick / FI
Kevin John Flaherty §§ / EF
Katherine Grace Fleming / AC
Austin Michael Flynn §§ / FI
Robert John Flynn §§ / AC
Harrison Patrick Forbes / FI
Enzo Veran de Campos Forneiro ~ / FI
Jack A. Foster §§ / CS
Morgan Ashley Fraitzl / MG
Jonathan Achille Francois / EF
Joseph Paul Franzoso / MKT
Emily Fraser / IDCC & LSM
Jazmine Janessa Fred §§ / DA & BSM
Max Harrison Friedman / IDCC
Lucas Sales Fritsche / MKT
Benjamin Geoffrey Fritz / EF
Jacob Steven Fritz §§ / AC
Luka Gabadadze / EF
Keren Gabriel §§ / EF
Robert James Gaddoë ~ / MKT
Emma Colleen Gale / EF
Sydney Rose Gallo §§ / FA
Dayana Eneida Gamboni / MKT
Alba Gamon Garcia / MG
Ani Rose Ganjian §§ / MKT
Mary Jissel Garcia Lopez §§ / MG
UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY HONORS

CUM LAUDE

Jeremiah Elijah Alago
Olivia Kiran Aldrich
Sophie Aldrich
Victoria Anthony
Peter Anthony Arria
Derick Babayan
Joshua Johannes Cameron Badem
Jazlyn Love Barnaby
Kayla Beth Barnet
Jillian Marie Bekinski
Griffin James Bello
Marcel Andre Bennett
Josh Zachary Bertumen
Matteo Bonati
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Borski
Matthew Theodore Bouzakis
Sydney Joan Bowers
Jonathan Malcolm Bragg
Matthew Nicholas Bulman
Alissa Jasmine Byers
John James Cairns
Maxwell Ryan Callanan
Robert James Camuso
Amanda Nicole Carlino
Angela Marie Carriero
Megan Elizabeth Casey
Maxwell Franz Cataldo
Nicholas James Cedrone
Peyton Marie Ceurvels
Adam Chen
Yifei Chen
Matthew Ronald Chicko
Muñachimso Chigozirim Chinedu-OkorO
Delon Chu
Patrick William Collins
Zoe Marie Collins
Jack Henry Conner
Jason Matthew Conroy
Joseph Robert Coscarella
Stella Clara Coutu
Anthony Salvatore Crish
Emily Violette Crowell
Tucker E. Crowley
Jacqueline May Cupoli
Matthew Dague
Junxian Dai

Robert Peter D’Arpino
Dominic Jason Dascoli
Jessica Margarida Mendes Daveiga
Amanda Nicole Davidson
Jean Paul De Boyrie Windeler
Rebecca Relkin Deffler
James Jerome Deichmann
Heemakshi Surjeet Deka
Kyle James Delaney
Joel Alejandro DeLeon
Roman Matthew DeLorenzo
Courtney Elisabeth Dermody
David Mario D’Errico
Matthew Thomas DeStefanis
Lorenzo Di Sarro
Robert Michael DiCapua
Norayr Diloyan
Daniel DiMatteo
Giana C. DiSaronno
Michael Craig Donabedian
Rhys Matthew Donnelly
Jack Kevin Donovan
Stephanie Isabel Doyle
Breanna Kayleen Durand
Nico Arileydi Espinal
Zachary John Fayan
Nyleah Febles
Nubya B. Filho
David Matthew Fitzgerald
Mark Robert Fitzpatrick
Katherine Grace Fleming
Austin Michael Flynn
Jack A. Foster
Jonathan Achille Francois
Jazmine Janessa Fred
Jacob Steven Fritz
Keren Gabriel
Dayana Eneida Gamboni
Alba Camon Garcia
Ani Rose Ganjian
Mikael Samuel Gatt
Daniel Ciro Giammanco
Samuel Charles Gillis
Jacob Christopher Layug Go
Kareem Goussous
Alexa Rose Greco
Ryan Edward Haley

Cum laude
3.4 GPA out of a possible 4.0

Magna cum laude
3.6 GPA out of a possible 4.0

Summa cum laude
3.8 GPA out of a possible 4.0
Madison C. Harris
Nina Anastasia Hatziyannakis
Jose Javier Hazim
Daniella Herrera Gutierrez
Dylan Scott Higgins
Adriana Ivelisse Hiraldo
Matthew James Hoffend
Yinghua Huang
Garrett Russell Hughey
Tyler Michael Hutchinson
Aaron Huyhn
Sage Inthavong
Esha Balachandar Iyer
Isabella Jannaprasad
Georges Joel Janvier
Mirabelle Jean Louis
Reilly Margaret Jenkins
Sanay Kitesh Jhaveri
Henry Joseph Johnson
Callie Lynn Jones
Matthew Kavanagh
Paul Joseph Keane
Elizabeth Mary Keefe
Emily Catherine Keegan
Matthew Aidan Keys
Benjamin Charles Kouyoumjian
Edmond M. Kwan
Samantha M. Latini
Samantha Rose Leiby
Jiayi Li
Shuhan Li
Junli Liu
Gabriella Longo
Sarah Elizabeth Looney
Victoria Luchi
Nicholas Albert Luther
Sarina Shaghig Mahrokhian
Reid P. Malin
Anthony Joseph Malo
Lauren Manning
Samuel Hudson Manning
Matthew James Mauro
Alec Keith McAlary
Stephanie Morgan McAluliffe
Jenna Marie McCarthy
Jonathan Michael McDermid
Collin Gates McGarr
Evan Robert Membrino
Daniel Lewis Milks
Adriana Agavni Minasian
Zachary Steven Moccio
Nicholas Robert Nadeau
Dean Patrick Nally
Helen Ann Nash
John Alexander Neil
Sophia Katherine Nikolopoulos
Bingisen Niu
Gabriella Rose Nova
Brooke Marion Obar
Jacqueline Elizabeth Oliver
Katelyn Jeanine O’Neill
Kendall Lujiano O’Neill
Bianca Joanne Ouellette
Nyrie Ovannessian
Thomas J. Palicz
Kenneth William Paulauskas
Tuong Phuong Pham
Timothy James Picard
Kiara Pichardo
Simona Plana Schorr
Nicholas Robert Pucillo
Chloe Josephine Radke
Daniel Jose Ramones
Caroline Melissa Raymond
Sophie J. Reposa
Paige Alexandra Riccioli
Cassandra Elizabeth Rich
Fernando Alexander Rivera Diaz
Joseph Christopher Rivers
Tyler Rivers
Tristan James Rowland
Francisco Ruano
Oren Erez Rubin
Rawley Joseph Scherman
Jacob Andrew Scholten
Carver Mark Scott
Alison Lorraine Sgambati
Salman Shabbir Sharafat
Abdulraheem AlHarmoodi
Joseph Ryan Allaire
Ottavio Luiz da Cruz Alves
Callie Jo Amour
Antony Steven Arias
Emilia Arribas Harten
Colby Bruce Augusta
Kristen Lea Bache
Matthew Joseph Bacon
Lakshay Balasubramani
Justin Nicholas Baldino
Julia Nicole Baroni
Sarah E. Barron
Cameron Craig Bartolomeo
Alexandra Julia Bashe
Evangelos Beckett
Ashlyn Phillips Bernard
Laura R. Bernard-Sasges
Vanessa Bernard
Julia Rose Benson
Leslie Lynette Delgado
Patrick E. Demmons
Ryan C. Denney
Hannah Rose DeRice
Ria R. Deshpande
Payton Elizabeth Doiron
Ryan William Dunning
Mason Robert Dushney
Evan Andrew Joseph Dyer
Peter Joseph Epp
David M. Fanaras
Mackenzie Christopher Feeney
Julia May Feiz
Finlay Anders Fisher
Andrew F. Fitzgerald
Kevin John Flaherty
Owen Lawrence Flibbert
Max Harrison Friedman
Lucas Sales Fritsche
Luka Gabadadze
Jordyn Alexandra Garrett
Owen John Gately
Madison A. Geiger
Sarah Michelle Gioiosa
Jonathan Marc Giroux
Aaron William Gold
Alex Goncalves
Ridge Marel Magplanty Gonzalez
Aditya Raj Goyal
Angelina Marie Grabmeier
Sabrina Lauren Grizzaffi
Jack Hewitt Grogan

Alan Gardiner Van Sant
Teresa Faustina Vielma
Daniel Joel Harry Vincent
Daria Rose Vozella
Andrew Patrick Wallace
Patrick Robert Walters
Jianing Wang
Vince Wang
Yingyng Wang
Nicole Washburn
Vann Matthew Weinkauf
Judaea Ranee Whittingham
Yue Xie

Magna Cum Laude

Lawrence Arthur Abbiati
Christian J. Abboud
Rahghad M. Ahmed
Adam Scott Aledort
Khaliha Mohamed Abdulla
Abdulraheem AlHarmoodi
Jacob Ryan Allaie
Ottavio Luiz da Cruz Alves
Callie Jo Amour
Antony Steven Arias
Emilia Arribas Harten
Colby Bruce Augusta
Kristen Lea Bache
Matthew Joseph Bacon
Lakshay Balasubramani
Justin Nicholas Baldino
Julia Nicole Baroni
Sarah E. Barron
Cameron Craig Bartolomeo
Alexandra Julia Bashe
Evan Robert Beckett
Ashlyn Phillips Bernard
Laura R. Bernard-Sasges
Vanessa Bernard
Julia Rose Benson
Leslie Lynette Delgado
Patrick E. Demmons
Ryan C. Denney
Hannah Rose DeRice
Ria R. Deshpande
Payton Elizabeth Doiron
Ryan William Dunning
Mason Robert Dushney
Evan Andrew Joseph Dyer
Peter Joseph Epp
David M. Fanaras
Mackenzie Christopher Feeney
Julia May Feiz
Finlay Anders Fisher
Andrew F. Fitzgerald
Kevin John Flaherty
Owen Lawrence Flibbert
Max Harrison Friedman
Lucas Sales Fritsche
Luka Gabadadze
Jordyn Alexandra Garrett
Owen John Gately
Madison A. Geiger
Sarah Michelle Gioiosa
Jonathan Marc Giroux
Aaron William Gold
Alex Goncalves
Ridge Marel Magplanty Gonzalez
Aditya Raj Goyal
Angelina Marie Grabmeier
Sabrina Lauren Grizzaffi
Jack Hewitt Grogan
Theresa Xiao Li Hayes
Christian Sterling Haynes
Eliza Amy Heafeld
Samantha Mae Hess
Rachel Odette Holden
Gabriel Armin Horwitz
Raine Yingru Hu
Simon Huang
Andrew Frank Hubbard
Alyssa Hui
Banmatt Thi Huynh
Patrick Robert Hyjek
Jihun Hyun
Mia N. Ichimura
Emma Katherine Jadul
Mohammed Haider Jaliwala

Lauren Jessica Massry
Joseph Anthony Maselli
Kristina Nikole Marotta
Isabella Alexia Marashi
Nathanim Wudneh Mamuye
Gavin S. Maloney
Ellie M. MacMillan
Jiongyu Ma
Zachary David Wilkie
Brian Zachary Williams

Jeremy I. Thomas
Madison Elizabeth Torregrossa
Mariana Isabel Margarita Varela Domenech
Jordan Benjamin Verchin
Tyler James Walsh
Thomas Jack Walton
Conor Tristan Ward
Matthew M. Weaver
Madelyn Brooke Weiss
Elizabeth Marie Wheeler
Margaret Ellen Whitmore
Sydney Rose Gallo
Sid Goel

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Caroline Rose Affolter
Sajid Ahsan
Alejandro Daniel Andrade Morales
Julie S. Baghdady
John Richard Bartle
Zandra Baskin
Margaret Beisenbek
Emily Rose Blatt
Emily Rose Blythe
Marisa Janine Boni
Peter Francis Brady
Gregory Jonathan Braginsky
Yen Bui
Varach Burapachaisri
Frederick Sloan Calatayud
Julia Rose Cavagnolo
Anna Teresa Cestone
Christopher Anthony Cestone
Gregory Chau
Aileen Marie Colligan
Elisa Nicole Cook
Gregory D. Cormier
Hunter Leo Costello
Brooke Bersabeth Culcay
Ryan Thomas Dancoes
Lucas De Macedo
Sara Lucia De Meyer
Rhea Sandeep Desai
Colton Patrick Destramppe
Gabe Doornbos
Cassandra Rose Dubitsky
Cole Lawrence Duval
Edward Erofeev
Ryne Beth Feeney
Jack Leland Figgins
Patrick Knowles Finnegan
Megan Nicole Forman
Nayeli Franco
Emily Fraser
Benjamin Geoffrey Fritz
Sydney Rose Gallo
Sid Goel

Jessica Rose Winchester
Emilie Wong
Andrew James Worsley
Hou Pang Wu
Wen Bin Wu
Caitlin Michelle Wunder
Lixiang Yao
Bailey Grace Young
Nolan Yuskoske
Edward Zhang
ZiHao Zhang
Miles Alexander Zitney

Tyair Gonzalez
Solei Karen Gookin
Jillian Marie Graham
Gavin Douglas Hamm
Kyra Harrington
Christian J. Hayes-Silvestri
Yuxin He
Alexander Herrmann
Abigail Kennedy Hewes
Joseph John Hoadley
Nguyen Minh Quan Hoang
Kailee Ann Hollister
Sara Elizabeth Holt
Hailey Suzanne Jennato
Rui Jia
Halle Caroline Katz
Katsiaryna Lakovich
Remi Stair LeSage
Ke Lu
Nicholas Anthony Malatesta
Eleni Zoi Angeliki Manesi
Aidan Charles Manion
Anthony Sawyer Mariello
Matthew Marini
Robert Lawrence Markus
Alexandra Ann Martin
Connor Joyal Martins
Simon Medina Parra
Michael William Morse
Kathryn Elizabeth Nice
Arielle Ohayan
Yussef Merjesh Palis Mendez
Mason Robert Parks
Shraddha Ajay Parmar
Britney Anne Pearson
Jonathan Ernesto Peguero
Matthew William Ploszay
Andrea Polanco
Finn Conor Power
Gabriel G. Robinson
Sofia Valeria Rodriguez
James Charles Rollo
Matthew Christopher Ryan  
Sandhya S. Sangappa  
Sommy Sarkeshik  
Natalie Scudero  
Matthew John Sepede  
Andre Henri Sfeir  
Weijia Shen  
Pu Shi  
Leo Jacob Singer  
Annika Cali Smith  
Tyler Nicholas Smith  
Mark A. Starovoytov  
Stephen James Statkevich  
Ian Michael Sylcox

Joseph John Szela  
Yingpeng Tao  
Lydia Jean Tesconi  
Alexandra Nicole Turco  
Emily Elizabeth Tycz  
Isaac Henry George Volan  
Cameron Michael Wasylik  
Yilun Wu  
Christian Fox Zarka  
Katherine Ruby Zelmanow  
James Anthony Zevzavadjian  
Jiabei Zhao  
Shihui Zhou

HONORS PROGRAM

Program participants who are degree candidates this year.

Christian J. Abboud  
Lakshay Balasubramani  
Sarah E. Barron  
Margaret Beisenbek  
Griffin James Bello  
Josh Zachary Bertumen  
Vrishab Bharti  
Alisher Birlikbay  
Emily Rose Blythe  
Marisa Janine Boni  
Sydney Joan Bowers  
Aileen Marie Colligan  
Kaylee Shea Cosgrove  
Hunter Leo Costello  
Patrick E. Demmons  
Ward Ydo Doornbos  
Evan Andrew Joseph Dyer  
Peter Joseph Epp  
Julia May Feiz  
Owen Lawrence Flibbert  
Nayeli Franco  
Sid Goel  
Tiary Gonzalez  
Kyla Harrington  
Christian Sterling Haynes  
Sara Elizabeth Holt  
Yinghua Huang  
Bannai Thi Huynh  
Jihun Hyun  
Hailey Suzanne Jennato  
Halle Caroline Katz  
Madelyn Grace Kelley  
Robert Kovaliev  
Katsiaryna Lakhovich  
Isabella Stephania Leo  
Alyssa Carrie Ligotti  
Victoria Luchi  
Gavin S. Maloney  
Anthony Sawyer Mariello  
Robert Lawrence Markus  
Connor Joyal Martins  
Brenna Grace Masterson  
Elizabeth Mae Mastromonaco  
Ajit Mehrotra  
Joseph Nino Montiglio  
Braedyn Anne Moore  
Michael William Morse  
Liliana Priscilla Panufnik  
Simon Medina Parra  
Spencer J. Pokrant  
Debbie Quijada  
James Charles Rollo  
Sandhya S. Sangappa  
Sommy Sarkeshik  
Carver Mark Scott  
Garrett David Sedgwick  
Sanjana Seeram  
Samson Shen  
Mark A. Starovoytov  
Stephen James Statkevich  
Joseph John Szela  
Lydia Jean Tesconi  
Alexandra Nicole Turco  
Joseph Lawrence Twomey  
Rishaan Jay Utamchandani  
Elizabeth Marie Wheeler  
Conal Douglas Wilkie  
Christian Fox Zarka  
Nour Karim Mohamed Medhat Zein  
James Anthony Zevzavadjian  
ZiHan Zhang  
Shihui Zhou  
Breck A. Zwanch
HONOR SOCIETIES

These lists include the names of this year’s degree candidates, as submitted by each of the honor societies.

BETA ALPHA PSI
National honor society, founded in 1919
Lawrence Abbiati   Jacob Fritz
Julia Feiz         Shuhan Li
Finnyl Fisher      Wen Bin Wu
Nayeli Franco

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
National honor society for collegiate schools of business, founded in 1913
Sarah Barron      Nicholas Malatesha
Varach Burapachaisri Rafaela Monteiro
Christopher Cestone Alejandro Andrade Morales
Edward Erefoyev    Michael Morse
Patrick Finnegan  Annika Smith
Joseph Hoadley    Alexandra Turco
Hailey Jennato     Christian Zarka

FALCON SOCIETY
The Falcon Society is an honor organization that recognizes students who have demonstrated academic excellence and leadership, while distinguishing themselves in extracurricular and other scholastic endeavors.
Jeremiah Alago    Sanay Jhaveri
Devon Breen       Ellie MacMillan
Jacqueline Cupoli Eleni Manesi
Cassandra Dubitsky Anthony Mariello
Peter Epp         Audrey McMillan
Edward Erefoyev   Namratha Sri Metra
Nayeli Franco     Humberto Morales
Jordyn Garrett    Bolaji Oduysanya
Sid Goel          Ashleigh Tain
Connor Golden     Judea Whittingham
Ridge Gonzales    Christian Zarka
Jack Grogan

OMICRON DELTA EPSILON
International economics honor society, founded in 1963
Jacob Allaire      Connor Martins
Margaret Beisenbek Brenna Masterson
Marisa Bori        Sara De Meyer
Kaylee Cosgrove    Ivan Misic
Colton Destrampe  Hannah Mussatto
Ward Doornbos      Simon Parra
Edward Erefoyev    Martin Roach
Luka Gabadadze    Vani Sharma
Emilia Arribas Harten Samson Shen
Christian Haynes  Tyler Smith
Kara Kern          Alexandra Turco
Ke Lu              Jordan Verchin
Lucas De Macedo   Elizabeth Wheeler
Aidan Manion      Yilun Wu
Anthony Mariello  Christian Zarka

PI SIGMA ALPHA
National political science honor society, founded in 1920
James Deichmann   Ellie MacMillan
Brianna Espinosa  Amy Pasquale
Joseph Hoadley    Conor Ward

PHI SIGMA IOTA
International foreign language honor society, founded in 1922
Sara De Meyer

SIGMA DELTA PI
National collegiate Hispanic honor society, founded in 1919
Angel Calle        Samantha Leiby
Brianna Culcay     Kylee McCumber
Alexander Klapes   Braedyn Moore

SIGMA IOTA RHO
International studies honor society, founded in 1984
Callie Amour       Ellie MacMillan
James Deichmann    Anthony Mariello
Norayr Diloyan    Lauren Sloane
Sid Goel
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
J. Paul Condrin III ’83, P ’19 ’22, Chair
David L. Giunta ’87, Vice Chair
E. LaBrent Chritle, PhD, President
Robert E. Alan ’91
Thomas P. Alber ’82, P ’12
Pauline Callender Han ’91
Stephen L. DelVecchio ’81, P ’07 ’11
Vaneesha Dutra, PhD
Joyce J. Elam, PhD
Dan Farley, MBA ’95
Melanie Foley, MBA ’02

TRUSTEES EMERITI
Robert R. Anderson ’59
Kevin F. Armata ’78, P ’19
Robert P. Badavas ’74
Bernard C. Cammarata
J. Terence Carleton ’77, P ’09
George Carmany III
Kenneth B. Colburn
John T. Collins ’69, P ’02
William F. Craig, P ’93
Cynthia M. Deysher, MSF ’87
George J. Fantini Jr. ’64
William C. Freda ’74
Richard A. Gnospelius ’59
Lawrence Green
Gail H. Hadley ’79
Tanya N. Hairston-Whitner ’95
Andrew J. Hajducky III ’76

CABINET MEMBERS
George Cangiano, PHR
Vice President and
Chief Human Resources Officer
Guilherme Costa, JD
Vice President, General Counsel and
Secretary of the Corporation
Sean O. Ferguson, EdD
Vice President for Strategy and
Innovation
Carolina Figueroa, MS
Vice President for Enrollment
Management
Maureen Forrester
Vice President for Administration
and Finance and CFO/Treasurer
Chris Grugan
Vice President for University
Advancement
Elizabeth Hess, MEd
Vice President and
Chief Information Officer

FACULTY AWARDS

GREGORY H. ADAMIAN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
Iris Berdrow, Professor of Management and MBA Program Director
Darrell Penta, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Experience Design

JOSEPH M. CRONIN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMIC
ADVISING AND MENTORING
Steve Wasserman, Senior Lecturer of Finance

BENTLEY UNIVERSITY AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SCHOLARLY
CONTRIBUTION
Savannah Adkins, Lecturer of Economics
Haijing Hao, Associate Professor of Computer Information Systems
Marco Marabelli, Professor of Computer Information Systems and Associate
Director of the Hoffman Center for Business Ethics
Ari Yezegel, Associate Professor of Accounting

Bentley University is more than just one of the nation’s top business schools. It is a lifelong learning community
that creates successful leaders who make business a force for positive change. With a combination of business
and the arts and sciences and a flexible, personalized approach to education, Bentley provides students with
critical thinking and practical skills that prepare them to lead successful, rewarding careers. Founded in 1917, the
university enrolls 4,100 undergraduate and 1,000 graduate and PhD students and is set on 163 acres in Waltham,
Massachusetts, 10 miles west of Boston. For more information, visit bentley.edu.